YEARS OF EXPERIENCE BACK UP A NETWORK
ENGINEERED FOR QUALITY AND RELIABILITY
Since 1995, Kingdom Telephone has
been at the leading edge of technology when it comes to connecting our
members to the Internet. It has been
our practice to deploy new access
technology as soon as we had confidence in its stability. This often meant
we were selling services before people
understood what they were or how
Regan Love splices fiber optic cable.
they might use them.
Fast forward to 2010. It turns out, people liked having Internet, and
Kingdom Telephone quickly transitioned from a company mainly focused on traditional voice communications to a technology company
connecting rural Callaway county with the entire globe. We made another jump at this time, just as we did in 1995. We deployed fiber optic
lines to replace the copper service to homes in Hatton. There was almost
no demand for the kind of speed fiber brought to the table at that time.
Large businesses in larger towns didn’t even have this kind of connectivity. Meanwhile, every home and business in Hatton, Missouri had fiber
right to their doorstep.
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Understanding Bandwidth and the Need for Speed

Jim Blacklock, Williamsburg

Dear Members,

Jim Buffington, Mokane

It has been a busy summer and a hot one! As I drive to work in the morning,
I see school buses out and about which tells me summer is coming to an end.
Families will return to school-time routines, including homework. As my son got
older, I realized I had forgotten a lot when it came to science and history. I was
great with math homework, but the others, well, when you don’t use it you do
lose it. He would have been lost without having access to the internet to fill the
void mom and dad couldn’t fill. Even today with an empty nest, we must have
the internet. My husband is on it constantly. I use it too—I pay bills, check my
credit cards, play a bit with our investment accounts, and, oh yeah, I shop online. I love Amazon Prime!

Gene Eldringhoff, Big Spring
Glen Horstman, At Large: Southern
Vacant, At Large: Northern
General Manager, Renee’ Reeter

Our employees are battle-hardened veterans when it comes to connectivity. We splice our own fiber. We run our own trouble calls. We
maintain our own network. Follow us into the future as we expand and
improve your connection to the rest of the world.

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT
OUR PRODUCTS OR SERVICES
(573) 386-2241

OFFICE HOURS

Monday-Friday, 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
The business office will be closed on
the following holidays:
• Labor Day - September 4
• Veterans’ Day - November 10
• Thanksgiving - November 23 & 24

MAKING LIFE BETTER

Once again, we found that people liked having faster Internet. Since
then Kingdom has been ceaselessly driving fiber deeper and deeper into
our network. We have converted two of our larger exchanges, Tebbetts
and Hatton, 100% to fiber and rural Auxvasse is 60% converted. We’ve
already begun work in Mokane to bring the same gigabit fiber services to
town.
You may be asking, “Why is it taking so long for me to get fiber then?”
That’s a fair question, and the answer lies in the quality of our network.
Our buried fiber optic lines create the greatest amount of security for
our customers we can provide. Years ago, we took it upon ourselves to
eliminate aerial cable hung on power poles and bury it underground.
Securely tucking away the facilities, be they copper or fiber, means fewer
outages for our customers. It also means that we are able to put in larger
cables and more advanced passive optical equipment, which in turn
means that our system is much more flexible, allowing us to offer more
advanced services when they come down the pike in a few years. Kingdom customers will not be stranded with yesterday’s technology when
the next big advancement in Internet access comes along. The downside
to this method is that it takes much more time to drill and blow in cable
than it does to hang it in the air.

September 2017

Internet in the home is essential. It is becoming nearly as important as water and electricity was many
decades ago. We rarely run across someone who doesn’t want it. Kingdom has 100% internet penetration
but we are still upgrading from copper to fiber. We have fiber internet in all of Tebbetts and Hatton. We are
currently working in Auxvasse and Mokane to bring reliable buried fiber internet to our members. We are
engineering the remainder of the exchanges: Big Springs, Williamsburg, and Rhineland. Our construction
plan is to take fiber where the demand is the highest so we will be moving around the entire territory. In the
past, we would have completed an entire exchange before moving to the next.
Believe it or not, we get a lot of calls telling us our service is slow. Sometimes we find computer viruses
causing the problem, but most of the time we find the customer is on a small 5 Mbps service. They might
have multiple devices in the home trying to access that service. We have learned that people don’t really
understand speeds, so I like to use the analogy of a pipe. Your internet service package is an amount of
bandwidth to your home or size of pipe. A 5 Mbps service is fine if all you do is check emails or browse
around on the internet a little, but if you try to stream a movie or two from Netflix or have multiple smart
phones or tablets in the house and you try to use all these things at once – well, that 5 Mbps service is more
like trying to suck a thick malt shake through a drinking straw – it just isn’t big enough. Today if we stop and
count up all the things that use the internet in our homes, the list might surprise us. Aside from computers,
we now have televisions, wireless thermostats, garage door openers, security systems, cameras, nanny cams
or pet cams, and even refrigerators. Most families have a few smart phones and tablets in the house, probably smart TVs, Xboxes or other gaming devices that use that pipe as well. Social media is another popular
thing that uses a lot of that pipe. People are able to upload 4K quality pictures and videos to Facebook or
Snapchat or whatever the latest social sharing media is today. Depending on the settings on your device,
you are likely playing all those videos as you scan down through them. So when mom, dad, and the kids are
all checking Facebook—well that straw-sized pipe just won’t cut it. Streaming TV content is another big user
of the pipe, and it is happening more and more. DIRECTV plans to retire all the satellites and offer service
only via the internet by 2020. PlayStation, YouTube, and Dish network are working on an internet line up.
(continued on page 2)

(continued from page 1)
The days of traditional set top box TV have been
dying a slow death and are nearing the end. It
is called cord cutting, something everyone who
watches TV should look into as it is cheaper
than traditional TV services. You can save a lot of
money by using Internet TV services!
Our world is moving to “internet devices and
services” and a straw just can’t handle the flow –
we need a bigger pipe. Kingdom offers a gigabit
service on fiber today which is more like an oil
pipeline than a drinking straw. Once the fiber
connection is in place, as that pipe needs to grow
bigger than a gigabit, it only takes different electronics to increase the flow. Fiber is our future,
and Kingdom has the knowledge and experience
to take you there.
One thing is certain, the speed we need is more
than it was a few years ago. Most households
might not need a gigabit, but they definitely need
more than 5 or 10 Mbps. No worries, for in the
areas still served by copper, we can push higher
speeds to our customers, in many cases as much
as 30 Mbps down and 5 Mbps up. If you haven’t
let us know you need more – please call ASAP,
and we will give you everything we can. We
pledge to give our members as much as we can
until we get them fiber. So give us a call, we are
here to serve.
--Renee Reeter

COMING SOON:

CAPITAL
CREDIT
CHECKS
For the twenty-fifth consecutive year, Kingdom Telephone will distribute capital credit checks to its member/
owners. The payout formula for this year is 17.6% of the
outstanding capital credits for 1986 and 8.8% of 2016.
The checks will be in the mail by September 16.
Capital credits are accumulated when you purchase our
telephone and other telecommunication services.

RANDY SMITH RETIRES FROM BOARD
Northern At-Large Director
Randy Smith announced
his retirement from the
Board of Directors as of
June 2017.
We want to express our
thanks to Randy for his
fifteen years of service as a
board member. Randy was
elected to the board twice. Randy Lee Smith
He served his first term from
1998 to 2010 and a second term from 2014 to
2017. We wish him the best of luck in all of his
future endeavors.
Since Randy was in the first year of his threeyear term, the Board will appoint a replacement to fill the remaining two years of the
term.

TECHNICALLY SPEAKING: TIPS & TRICKS
Keeping track of your
logins and passwords
is a critical and often
frustrating part of online
life. Try a password
manager app to improve password organization, security and
accessibility. LastPass,
Dashlane and 1Password are free apps that are well-reviewed and work
on Android, iOS, Windows and Mac systems. Premium versions are available for a nominal fee.
The beauty of password manager programs is that
once you set it up, you only need to remember one
password to unlock the password database. Some
apps will urge you to create stronger passwords if the
ones you use are too easy to hack. Most apps can
also do the hard part for you by creating and saving
a unique, complex password for each login that it
automatically uses when you visit that site. In addition to passwords, password manager apps can also
store information like insurance cards and credit card
numbers and issue security alerts when you need to
change a password.

STREAMING VIDEO CHOICES CONFUSING YOU? TRY SUPPOSE.TV
Streaming video is booming in popularity as more consumers replace expensive
and often unsatisfying cable tv with services tailored to their tastes and budgets.
The video services market is changing quickly, and the number of service providers is growing. Customer choice has improved and so has the potential to save a
lot of money. So many choices are available today that it can get a bit confusing
to wade through all the options. That’s where a new website, suppose.tv, comes
in.
Suppose.tv is a free tool for searching and comparing video services. Select what
you want to watch, and suppose.tv filters millions of combinations of service offerings to find the best video services for
you. Suppose uses an algorithm that considers your preferred channels, your priority of those channels, and other criteria. Taking all of that into account, suppose.tv will present offers that satisfy your choices at the lowest cost. Based on
your preferences, offers presented may come from more than one service provider.
The website is easy to use. First, check to make sure that your location is correct and change it if necessary. It should be
‘mid-Missouri.’ Next, select your favorite channels from the channel list. Video service offers will appear and will automatically be updated as you select additional channels and change criteria. The next step is to prioritize the channels in
your preferred channels list, with the most important ones at the top. Finally, refine your criteria and select an offering.
Suppose.tv will provide you with links to the service providers’ websites, where you can sign up for their services.
It’s simple to use, but best of all, it’s great to have the ability to choose entertainment on your own terms!

FRS WASHINGTON D.C. YOUTH TOUR 2017: GOVERNMENT, HISTORY AND FRIENDSHIP
Every year the Foundation for Rural Service (FRS) offers 100 rural students a
unique opportunity to visit our nation’s capitol on the Youth Tour. This year
Kingdom sponsored Aris Lamont of North Callaway High School and Greta
Cross of South Callaway High School, who joined their peers and Kingdom’s
Administrative Assistant Paula Barnett on the tour from June 3-7.
The students visited the FCC where they heard lectures on legislative and
governmental processes and toured several historical sites, including Mt.
Vernon and Arlington National Cemetery. Dinners, a dance, shopping, and
bowling gave the kids plenty of opportunities to have fun and strike up
friendships with each other. Applications for the next tour are available in
early Spring 2018 on our website and at high school guidance offices.

Above: Aris Lamont, Paula Barnett,
and Greta Cross pose in front of the
Capitol.
Far left: Greta and Aris visit the FCC.
Left: The students tour Arlington National Cemetery.

